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Typographic Conventions

Type Style

Description

Example

Words or characters quoted from the screen. These include field names, screen titles,
pushbuttons labels, menu names, menu paths, and menu options.
Textual cross-references to other documents.

Example

Emphasized words or expressions.

EXAMPLE

Technical names of system objects. These include report names, program names,
transaction codes, table names, and key concepts of a programming language when they
are surrounded by body text, for example, SELECT and INCLUDE.

Example

Output on the screen. This includes file and directory names and their paths, messages,
names of variables and parameters, source text, and names of installation, upgrade and
database tools.

Example

Exact user entry. These are words or characters that you enter in the system exactly as
they appear in the documentation.

<Example>

Variable user entry. Angle brackets indicate that you replace these words and characters
with appropriate entries to make entries in the system.

EXAMPLE

Keys on the keyboard, for example, F 2 or E N T E R .
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About this Document

This document describes a step-by-step procedure on how to set up the SAP Intelligent Asset Management
solution.

Audience
This guide is intended to provide documentation support for organization administrators to update to a new
release of the product.
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New Analytics Dashboards Functionalities

Audience
This content is relevant for all customers who are using analytics dashboards.

Introduction
We have added a new version of the Analytics Dashboards application on the SAP Fiori launchpad along with new
object page sections. The new version of the application and the object page sections replaces the previous
application, the previous sections, and the previous configuration screen in the Application Settings application.
All existing dashboards are migrated to the new version of the application and object page sections:
•

For the application, the dashboards are migrated in the following way: all your dashboards that you have
configured on the previous configuration screen in the Application Settings application are listed in the new
version of the application. That includes the ones for the application itself and the object pages. The list in the
new version includes more columns than the list of the previous application. That means only the columns for
which data exists are filled. The other columns in the list are blank. For the analytics dashboards of the object
pages, we additionally generate a name, which is also visible in the list. The name is only visible in English.

•

For the object pages, the dashboards are migrated in the following way: all your dashboards that you have
configured for the object pages, are migrated and visible in the new sections.

The previous application and previous object pages, we renamed to Offline Analytics Dashboards. These are
hidden in the system per default. Only if you have a certain role included in your role collection, you still see the
previous application on the SAP Fiori launchpad. If this is the case, we recommend hiding it.
The following section describes how you can hide the previous application. More information about how you can
use the new version of the application, for example, how you can create dashboards are described in the
Application Help for SAP Predictive Asset Insights.
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2.1

Hiding the Offline Analytics Dashboards Application

Context
If the role ANALYTICS_DASHBOARDS_LEGACY is included in the user’s role collections, the Offline Analytics
Dashboards application is still visible on the SAP Fiori launchpad. To hide it, the role needs to be removed from the
role collections.

Procedure
To remove the role, proceed as follows:
1.

In the SAP BTP cockpit, navigate to your subaccount.

2.

From the navigation menu, choose Security > Role Collections.

3.

The list with the role collections is displayed.

4. In the list, choose the role collection name that needs to be updated.
5.

The overview screen of the role collection is displayed.

6. On the screen, choose Edit.
7.

Under the Roles tab, look for the role name and choose the delete icon to remove it.

8. To save the update, choose Save.
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Updating the Custom Fiori Launchpad
(FLP) Content

Audience
This content is relevant for customers who work on extensions.

Note
If you have deployed custom Fiori launchpad:
o After an upgrade, you must either clear cache or redeploy custom Fiori launchpad to get the latest UI
resources.
o Content transport mechanism is yet to be supported for custom Fiori launchpad in SAP Intelligent
Asset Management. You have to update your custom launchpad for any new tiles introduced in that
release.

3.1

Custom Fiori Launchpad is already deployed

If custom Fiori launchpad is already deployed, follow the steps below to upgrade the launchpad content to the
latest release:
1.

Copy all the changes you have added to custom Fiori launchpad project from previous release.
Your changes could be in mta.yaml, CommonDataModel.json, xs-app.json, or 18n files.

2.

Download the relevant FLP content:
o AIN FLP
https://help.sap.com/doc/5fff1c839a6d4bc6aa3f77a5eb4fffac/2105/en-US/AIN.zip
o ASPM FLP
https://help.sap.com/doc/6dcef4a51967454b86e1d6ad328d5101/2105/en-US/ASPM.zip
o PAI FLP
https://help.sap.com/doc/d05c145b640f42eaabc12e848e820e60/2105/en-US/PAI.zip
o AIN-ASPM FLP
https://help.sap.com/doc/c87b3065efd845f68be69fea0217847b/2105/en-US/AIN-ASPM.zip
o AIN-PAI FLP
https://help.sap.com/doc/6242768a09944b0aa124a05765875a67/2105/en-US/AIN-PAI.zip
o ASPM-PAI FLP
https://help.sap.com/doc/249e0aee3e324d059022774255e6931d/2105/en-US/ASPM-PAI.zip
o AIN-ASPM-PAI FLP
https://help.sap.com/doc/a649a2dc57e34f9a9d5ff4acad94068e/2105/en-US/AIN-ASPM-PAI.zip
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After you have imported the new Fiori launchpad, add the changes from step 1 to the newly imported Fiori
launchpad project.
3.

After all these changes have been made, you can build and redeploy the FLP. You can right-click on the
project to build it. To deploy, you will find the mtar file under mta_archives folder.

Note
For viewing any new sections or enhancements on existing sections that might have been made hidden
by the user, please re-enable the section.
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